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1. A CI.ASS OF SURGROIJPS OF UNITAKY GKOUPS 
Let D be a division ring, cquipcd with an involutional anti- 
automorphism J:u++Cr. Let .Y<;,= (uptil~~~D), Y,= (heDi8= -0). 
Then both .Y<:, and Y, are additive subgroups of D, and 9<, c 9,. F’or each 
it /I we define an operator n(u): 0 H afh on D, and define z(D) to be the 
set of all the operators X(LI) (UE D). Then we see that q;, and Y/; are 
n( D)-invariant, i.e., ~9$Cr E -Iy, and UP’, 3 5 if: for all (I E D. 
Let V be a left vector space over D. A sesqui-linear form h- on V is meant 
a function k: Vx V+ D satisfying the condition k(a,s, +u,.Y?, 
/I,?‘, +bh7?‘1)=~,I,.,,r~f,k(.~-,, ~,,)h, for any elements CI,,~,E D and 
vectors .x ,, J’, E V (I 6 i, j< 2). Each sesqui-lincar form k determines a 
I-invariable function Q(.Y) = k(.u, x) on V, which we call a quasi-quadratic 
form. 
DEFINI IWN 1.1. For each quasi-quadratic form Q on V, we defme 
OU( V, Q) = {g E GL( V) / Q(.xg) = Q(x) (mod YO) for all x E V}. And we 
define Ou( V, Q, L) = { g E GL( V) 1 Q(xg) = Q(x) (mod L) for all s E- I’). for 
any n(D)-invariant additive subgroup L of D with 2; s L & 3, and L # D. 
We call OU( V, Q) and Ou( V, Q. L) uni-orthogonal groups. 
By the definition we know that Ou( V, Q, L,)E Ou( V, Q, L,) when 
L, G L,. Especially Ou( V, Q) c Ou( V, Q, L) L Ou( V, Q. PI). 
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For each sesqui-linear form k, we can also define an hermitian form 
.f‘(.v, .I.) = k(x, J) + k(y, x) on V. We call this I’ the associated hermitian 
form of k. We havef’(x, x) = Tr k(x, s) = Tr Q(x) for all .Y E V. (We denote 
Tru=a+: for all UED.) And Q(.\-+y)=Q(x)+Q(y)+k(x, y)+ 
k(.v, ~1 = PC-u) + Q(y) +.f’(.c .I-) + (k(y, .u) - k(y, x)) = Q(x) + Q(y) + 
,f’(x, ~1) (mod 9;)). We shall also write (.Y. j’) to denoteJ‘(.v, 1%). 
PROPOSITION I .2. Let k he u sesqui-linearfbrm on V, Q(-x) = k(.u, A), and 
f’(x, ~1) = k(.\-, y) + k( y, x). Then 
(i) ,f’ is uniquely determined by Q, thus can he called the ussociuted 
hermitian ,ftirm of’ Q, 
(ii) All the OU( V, Q, L) ure .&groups of’ the unitur?! group 
U(n, K, .f) = {g E GL( V) I .f(.ug, yg) =.f’(-Y, y) .for all x, ~3 E V), especiulll 
Ou( V, Q, 9,) = U( V, ,f‘) bchen 9, # D. 
(iii) [f‘ tl-1.o quasi-quadratic ,fbrms Q and Q, has u Same ussociated 
hermitiun ,fbrm ,f; und Q(l;,) = Q,(u,) (mod L) ,jbr ull the vectors c, in a 
D-hasis ~~:,I~EI)o~‘V,~~~~O~(V,Q,L)=O~(V,Q,,L). 
Proof: (i) ,f’ is determined by k. Suppose we have two sesqui-linear 
forms k and k I associated with a same Q, i.e., Q(x) = k(.u, x) = k,(.u, x) for 
all s E V. We need to prove that .f‘= ,f’, for .f(.u, JI) = k(s, .v) + k(y, .Y) and 
,f,(s, J,) = k,(s, y) + k,(y, x). For all x, J’E V and rr E D we have 
Q(ux+ y) = Q(a) + Q(y) + qf’(.u, .v) = Q(u-Y) + Q(y) + gf‘,(x, J) (mod g,), 
thus a6 E -Iy, # D for 6 = f’(x, ~1) -,f’,(x, J,). If 6 # 0, we can choose an 
u E D* to make a6 4 ^ 4”,, in contradiction. So we must have 6 =f(x, J,) - 
.f’,(S, .I,) = 0, f(x, y) =.f;(x, y). 
(ii) Let g E Ou( V, Q, L), then Q(xg) = Q(x) (mod L) for all x E V. 
For any s, J’ E V and a ED, we have 
.f‘(~x, .r)- Q(ax+ 1’)-Q(u.~)-Q(~)=Q((ux+.~)g)-Q(uxg)-Q(yg) 
= Q(axg+~s)- Q(u-x)- Q(M)-.f(a.v, yg) (mod L), 
thus 06 =f’(ux, y) -.f(uxg, yg) E L # D for 6 =.f’(.x, J) -f’(.ug, 1’8). If 6 ~0, 
we can choose u E D* to make u6 4 L, in contradiction. So we must have 
6 =f(-u, Y) -.f(xg, yg) = 0, ,f(xg, yg) =.f(x, J), g E U( V, f). This shows 
that 04 V, Q, L) < U( V, .f‘). Especially Ou( V, Q, 2, ) d U( V, f’). Conver- 
sely, for each gg U( V, j”) and .Y E V we have Tr(Q(xg) - Q(X)) = 
.f(-rg, .ug) -.f’(,~, .u) = 0, thus Q(xg) - Q(x) E Y,, Q(xg) = Q(x) (mod P?,)), 
g E 04 V, Q, 9, ). This shows U( V, .f‘) < OU( V, Q, 9,). thus U( V, ,f’) =
04 K Q, 3 1. 
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(iii) For each x E V, we can write ,Y = C,, ,, u,~, for a finite set 1, G 1, 
with all 0;~ D (ie I,). Say I, = { 1, 2, . . . . n), then 
Q(x) = 1 u,Q(u,)ii, + 2 u,.f(u,, 1J,)i, 
I r<, 
-1 u,Q,(zlj)ii,+ 1 a,.f(r,, ~,)a, = Q,(x) (mod L). 
i ‘(1 
For each gEGL( V), since Q(.rg)= Q,(xg) (mod L) and Q(X)=: Q,(.Y) 
(mod L), we know that Q(,xg)- Q(X) (mod L) holds if and only if 
Q,(xg) = Q,(X) (mod L). Namely, Ou( V, Q, L) = Ou( V, Q,, L). 
By Proposition 1.2(ii) we know that, when Y0 = 97, the group Ou( V, Q) 
coincides with the unitary group U( V, ,f‘) = Ou( V, Q, Y,), which is nlot new. 
When 9” = 0 (i.e., J= 1, thus D is commutative), Q is just a quadratic form 
on V, ,f‘is symmetric, Ou( V, (2) is just an orthogonal group, which is still 
not new. We also point out that, when L&=0 # 9, (thus char D =: 2) the 
n(D)-invariant additive subgroups L of D are just the D*-subspaces of D, 
Ou( V, Q, L) are orthogonal groups lying in Sp( V, f‘) (when L == D we 
define Ou( V, Q, L) = ,‘$I( V, J’)). In order to obtain new classical groups, in 
the following (except in Section 3) we shall suppose Y. # 0 (i.e., J # 1) and 
6c;# 9’, . This can hold only when char D = 2, thus $, becomes the set 
Tr D = {a + 5 1 a E D} of all the traces, and 9, becomes the set D,= 
(u E D / ti = u} of all the symmetric elements. And, Y0 # 9, implies that the 
center D, of D lies in D,, thus D is noncommutative. The group 
Ou( V, Q, L) to the unitary group U( V, .f) is just like the orthogonal group 
0( V, Q, L) to the symplectic group Sp( V, f), this is why we call 
Ou( V, Q, L) uni-orthogonal groups and use “0~” to denote them. 
For each sesqui-linear form k respect to J and each 0 # CE D,,, we 
may consider the 2-variable function k,(x, ~1) = k(x, J)C on V. Denote 
by 5 the involutorial anti-automorphism 61~ c ‘8~ of D, then 
k,(C,u,x,, C,h,??,)=C,.,u,k,(x,, y,)hj for all the elements u,, h, in D and 
vectors x,, J, in V. Namely, k, is sesqui-linear with respect to T, and 
Q, (x) = Q(X) c is the associated quasi-quadratic form. Furthermore, 
(Tr D)c= j(u+ti)c=uc+ (a~)’ 1 UE D} is the set of all the traces with 
respect to T, while D,c = {UC 1 a = 5 E D i = {UC E D 1 UC = tic = (UC)’ } = D,. 
Each additive subgroup L between Tr D and D, corresponds to an additive 
subgroup L, = Lc between (Tr D)c and D,. And, for each u E D we have 
uL, uT = aLtic, thus aLLI c Lo uL, u’ E L,. Finally, we see Ou( V, 9, L) = 
Ou( V, Q,, L,). These permit us to replace J, Q, L by T’, Q,, L, Especially 
we can choose c = (a + G) ’ for an a E D\D,, thus 1 = ac + (UC)’ is a trace 
with respect to T. So, in the following we shall always suppose 1 E Tr D. 
The following lemma about Tr D will be useful. 
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LEMMA 1.3. (i) ITr DJ = X. 
(ii) Lrt L he u n(D)-inmriunt additive subgroup hetlceen Tr D und D,,. 
[f’ L is noncommututice (i.e., fx # ch,fk~ .somc h, c E L), then D coincides u.ith 
the ring generuted hi, L. 
Proof: (i) We assume Tr D # D,,. thus can take an .Y E D,,;,,Tr D. Since 
I E Tr D we have .Y”” = .s”’ Is” E Tr D for all the integers nt > 0. If ,Y’“’ = .? 
for some nt > r 3 0, then ?” ‘r = 1 with 2m - 2r > 0. Write 2m - 2r = 
2”(2t + 1 ) for some integers I/, t 20, then (?+ ‘)“I= 1 3,s” ’ ’ = 1 + 
.s = s ‘Is ‘E Tr D, in contradiction. So we must have .s2”’ # .Y” for all nt # r, 
j?” / nt 3 0 j is an infinite subset of Tr D, 1Tr DI = x. 
(ii) Let R be the ring generated by L. First we point out that R is a 
division ring. To see this we need to show (I ’ E R for each 0 #NE R. 
Notice that we have L= L thus I? = R. 5~ R. Denote .s = aLI # 0. Since 
1 E Tr D we have .s = N IU E Tr D, and .s ’ = .s ‘,s,s ’E Tr D c R, thus (I ’ = 
6,s ’ E R, as expected. 
We assert that uu, + ~1, u E R for any u E D and u, = s, .s7 ,s,,, with .Y, E L 
( I < i < m). To prove this we use induction on nt. When m = 1. UJ‘, + ,s, u = 
Tr(rr.s, ) + .s, Tr (I E R. Suppose nt 3 2, and assume the assertion holds 
for n-1, thus ~IC~,+G,NER for ~,=,s,.Y~~~~.s,,, . crrr,+u,u= 
NN, s,,, + ii, .s,,,~I = (UC, + 17, (I)).\.,,, + ii (~s,,, + .s,,,u) E R. So our assertion holds 
for all integers nr 2 I. 
Now we can prove .Y E R for all .v-E D. Take h, CE L with hi. # ch, 
O#hc+cbER. For each .X-ED we have (.\-c)b+b(.\-c,)ER. and 
(.x-c)b + b(.uc,) = .x(c~ + bc) + (.\-/I + h.u)(, with .sh + h.\- E R, thus .\- =
[(.ycb + h.rc,) + (.1-h + b.r)c](bc+ (,/I) ’ E R. This shows R = D. 
When ,f’(.\-, X) = 0 (resp. I’(.\-, .\-) # 0) WC say that .Y is an isotropic ( resp. 
anisotropic) vector. When Q(.v) r Tr D we say that .Y is singular, and we 
say .Y is nonsingular when Q(X) 4 Tr D. For any given L, an .Y E 1’ is said 
to be L-singular (resp. L-nonsingular) if Q(.Y)E L (resp. Q(.Y)$ L). 
L-singular vectors arc isotropic. but isotropic vectors are not necessarily 
L-singular. However, “isotropic” and “D,,-singular” are the same thing. 
We have a decomposition V = P’, @ C’ ’ with respect to ,f; where V = 
i.\- E V / J-X-, J,) = 0 for all J’ E I/). and V, is j’nondegenerate. All the 
singular vectors in P” form a subspace C,,,, and we can write V = 
V. 0 V,,,, When G;,,, = 0 we say that Q is regular. We need only investigate 
the regular quasi-quadratic forms. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let Q he u regular quasi-yuarlratic~ ,/km on V, 
V= V, @ V-, L he the u&itiitiZv group gmeruted h,, Tr D and ull Q(.r) 
(.u E I;’ ), Q, be the restriction of Q on V, Then Ou( V. Q) 2 Ou( V, , Q, , L). 
Proof: g E Ou( C’, Q) < U( 1;. .f’) stabilizes V ‘. thus it induces an element 
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o(g)eGL(V,) on V,z V/V-, sending each XE V, to the .~a( K)E V, deter- 
mined by sg~sa(g) + V ‘. Since Q is regular, I;’ contains no nonzero 
singular vectors. And, I H Q(x) + Tr D is a bijection of I; ’ onto 1;lTr D. 
So, x fixes all the vectors in I”, the kernel of the homomorph,ism D: 
Ou( I’, Q) + GL( Y,) is I [., x Ou( I’, Q)i I 1 = 1 , , 0 is an embedding. For 
each SE I’,, let .X,Y = .v0( g) i- so, then we have Q(ra( g)) + Q(s) = 
Q(.ug) + Q(.r,,) + Q(.Y) = Q(s”) (mod Tr D) thus Q(srr(g)) + Q(s) E L, 
r~( g) E Ou( V,, Q,, L) for the restriction Q, of Q on I’, This shows that 
o(Ou( V, Q)) d Ou( L’, , Q,, L). Conversely, let g, E OU( I’, , Q,, L). For each 
vector 11, in a basis i I’, 1in I) of I’, over D we can find a unique L’~, E V ’ 
with Q(l>,,,) = Q(u!~,) + Q(c,) (mod Tr D) thus Q(u,g, + ro,) = Q(v,) 
(mod Tr D). Take the unique go GL( 1’) with g/, L = I I. and all r,g= 
r, g, + I’,,, (iE I), then g E Ou( L’, Q) and a(g) = g, This shows that 0 is an 
isomorphism of OU( V, Q) onto Ou( I’, . Q, , L). 
By Proposition 1.4, we can investigate Ou( V, , Q,, L) instead of 
Ou( I’, Q). Namely, we need only consider the quasi-quadratic forms Q 
associated with nondegenerate hermitian forms f: and investigate all the 
Ou( I’, Q. L)‘s. 
We shall suppose dim 1: = n < XL. and write 1’ as the n-dimensional row 
space Mat, ,,,D with respect to a basis i e, . . . . . c,,) of I’. Namely, we shall 
identify each vector I’ = (1, o, + + u,,P,, (a, E D, 1 < i < n) with the row 
((1, .. . . . (I,,). (We write Mat,,, x ,, D to denote the set of all the 1~ x n matrices 
over D, for any integers FII and t7; and we write Mat,,D instead of 
Mat ,) ,,,D.) Each sesqui-linear form h- associates with a matrix A = 
((l,,),i x IIE Mat,,D, with the entries d,, = k(e,, e,). Now we have all li(.\-, J ) = 
.Y dJ’ (.Y, ~3 E I’), Q(s) = .Y d.Y’, Ou( I’, Q. L) coincides with the matrix group 
Orr(rr. D. d, L)= {AEGL(~, D) 1 AdA’+A is L-hermitianj, where an 
L-hermitian matrix is an hermitian matrix with all its diagonal entries lying 
in L. Notice that we can replace n by any A + H with H being Lhermitian, 
without changing Ou(n, D, A, L). And we see that U( v. f) = 
(:(n,D.d+d’)=(A~cL(n,D)j A(A+d’)A’=A+d’). 
If ,F E U( V, ,f’), and Im(g - 1) = (n,) of dimension 1. then 
Ker(g - 1 ) = il.‘, g = p,,,,,: s H s + (.Y. H.)UH’ for an II E D*. Such p,,,,, is a 
unitary transvection (when (IV, ir) = 0) or a quasi-symmetry (when 
(H., ir) # 0). For any pair of orthogonal isotropic vectors U, II‘ c: I’, we 
denote II, ,,,, : s H I + (.t-, U)U + (s, u)iz’, which is a unitary ?-transvection of 
I/( V, .f’) when dim(u, rr’) = 2. When rr‘= j-u E Du we have v,,,;.~, = [J,,,, , ;, 
which is a unitary transvection when i + i # 0. 
PROPOSITIOK IS. (i) p),.,,, E Ou( V, Q, L) f and on& if’ II = 0 or 
Q( it,) + a ’ E L. Espeeiul/~~, rtrhen s E L urd Q( H’) + .c # 0 w flUlV 
I’,, cvc,, , + ,)~I E Oz4( K Q, L), and huw P,,.< E Ou( V, Q, L) Lthen Q( ~3) E L and 
.(‘E L. 
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(ii) A unitury 2-transvection vi,,,, lies in Ou( V, Q, L) if’ and only if u 
and w are both L-singular. 
(iii) For any orthogonal pair of’ vectors u und w M’ith Q(u) E L. 
the transformation I,,,,, : .Y F-+ x + (x, IV)U + (II., u)(N! + Q( M’)u) lies in 
Ou( V, Q. L). 
Proof: (i) The case a = 0 is trivial, so we suppose u #O. Denote 
E. = (x, w)u, then (.u, w) = ).a ‘, Q(xy,,,,,) + Q(x) = Q(h) + (x, iw) = 
ilQ(“,)it+(~, lr)31=E.(Q(\r)+a ‘)A (mod L). When Q(w)+u ‘EL we 
have Q&I ,,,, <,) + Q(.K) = 0 (mod L) for all Y E V, thus p ,,,,, E Ou( V, Q, L). 
Conversely, suppose p ,,., i, E Ou( V, Q, L), choose an .Y E V with (x, “3) # 0 
thus i#O, from j.(Q(~)+m ‘);EL it follows Q(M’)+cI ‘EL. 
Now, when s E L it follows p ,,,, y ,, + ,, I E Ou( V, Q, L) from Q(‘v) + 
(Q(“l) + .c) = s E L. And, when s # 0 we have s ’ = s ‘s,? E L. So, when 
Q(H,)EL we have Q(“l)+s ‘EL, thus P,,,,EOU(V,Q, L). 
(ii) Denote v = (x, l1’)U + (x, u) \I‘, then (.u. tl) = (x, u)(x, ‘t,) +
(.~,11.)(.I.,=Tr((x,u)(.U,)~L, Q(.~rl,,,,,)+Q(x)rQ(v)+(~~,c)-Q(~)E 
(x, IV) Q(u)(.K, 14 + (x, u) Q(w,( X, U) (mod L). When Q(u) and Q(y) lie in 
L we have Q(x’~,,~,.) + Q(s) E L for all x E C’, 4, ,.,, E Ou( V, Q, L). Suppose 
vi,.,, E 04 V, Q, L). Since rl,,.,,. is a 2-transvection, u and ‘r are linearly 
independent, we can take an X, E u’\~t,’ and an .Y? E M,~‘\,u’, and we can 
choose (x,. “x) = 1 = (x,, u). Now, Q(u) E Q(xl v’,.~) + Q(.ul) = 0 (mod L) 
and Q(‘z.) = Q(.Y~~,,,,.) + Q(.Y,) = 0 (mod L), as desired. 
(iii) Put L’= (x, ‘v)u+ (.u, u)(H’+ Q(“s)u), then (x, tl)=Tr((.~, u) 
(x, ‘v))+(.Y, u)mm, Q(r)- (s, ~)Q(‘v)(.x, u) (mod L), thus Q(xt,.,,)+ 
Q(X) = Q(c) + (.u, r) E (.Y, u) Tr Q(‘v)(.Y, u) = 0 (mod L) for all .Y E V. This 
shows f,,, 3 EOU(V, Q, L). 
We point out that, for any unitary transvection /I,,,, and any 1 ED we 
have P.,,. , =/I, ,,,, ;, and the product of unitary transvections p,,,,, and p ,,,,, I 
equals Pi,. ,, + ,?. When Q(‘v) = ci $ D,, the quasi-symmetry [I,,,,~~+ ,, I fixes all 
1’ E 11‘ 1 when sending ‘I‘ to in, for 1. = (6 + s)(6 +s) ‘. Conversely, if a 
quasi-symmetry g E Ou( V, Q, L) sends an anisotropic u‘ to 1.‘~~ when fixing 
all x E ‘t.I, then A=& ’ for a ~=Q(M’) (mod L), and R=P,,,(, I. For two 
unitary 2-transvections v,,,,,, E WV, Q, L) (i= 1, 2) we have ~,~,,,YI ,,.,,, := 
t u.II,+,,2~I,., for .s=Q(wl + bvz)+ (M~,~ M.~)-Q(M.~)+Q(M’~)-O (mod L). 
For two t,,,,,, (i=1,2) we have t ,,.,,, f,,,,,2=tl ,.,,, +a,,,p,,., fors=Q(~l+~t12)+ 
Q(w,)+Q(w2)+(wl, ‘t’?)ETr D. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. G = Ou( n, D, Q, L) can he generated b~l all the yuusi- 
symmetries and unitur), trunsvections p,,,,, (0 # M’ E V, a E D*, a ’ = Q(M,) 
(mod L)) />ling in G. 
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Proof: Let Y = (pi,,,,, 1 0 # \t’ E V, a E D*, u ’ = Q(,v) (mod L)). We use 
induction on II to prove Y = G. 
When I?= 1, V= (h) with Q(/T)$ D,,, each LEG is just a quasi- 
symmetry p,l,C)ml (6 = Q(h) (mod L)), thus go Y. 
Suppose ,n 3 2, and suppose the assertion holds for the case dim V < n. 
Let go G. Take an anisotropic vector h E V. Let 6 = Q(lz), .1z, = hg, 
\rt=1z+h,. Then Q(h,)-S (modL), Q(L~‘)=Q(/z)+Q(~,)+(,~,/~,)- 
(II, 11,) (mod L). And (11, IL’) = (h, /I) + (11, 11,) with (II, h) = Tr Q(h) E L, thus 
(II, ii,) E (h, h,) = Q(Iv) (mod L). When (h, iv) #O we have p ,,,,,, l_,I, IE Y 
sending /I to 17, , thus g, = &I,,., ,!, ,( I) ’ fixes h. Such K, can be regarded 
as an element in the Ou(n- 1, D, Ql,,l. 15) acting on /I’. By the inductive 
assumption we know that g, is a product of some quasi-symmetries and 
unitary transvections lying in the stabilizer G,, of I? in G, leading to FE Y. 
Suppose (h,~is)=O, i.e., (II,/z)=(/I,/I,). p ,,,, C)~~~ Y sends 11, to 27, for 
;. z.z ($8 ’ # 1. Denote ~3, = /I + i.h, , then (II. l~,)=(Iz, h)+(h.h,)il= 
(II, h)( 1 + i) # 0. By the preceding discussion we know that Y can send 11 
to Zj,. And Y contains the (P,~,,,, 1) ’ sending i/z, to /I,, so it contains a 
g,, sending h to h, Now K, = ,qgO~ ’ fixes II, again we can see g, 1~ Y and 
gc Y. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let u,, ,.., u,,, he u lineur!,~ independent set of mutuull~. 
orthogonul L-singular vectors in (I nondegenrrute subspuce W of‘ V. Then 
there esists unothrr linearl~~ independent .set cf mutuull?! orthogonul 
L-singular vectors 11, . . . . L’,,, in W. such that (u,, L.,) = 0 or 1 bthen i # j resp. 
i= j. 
Proof: There exists a linearly independent set of vectors j’s (1 :< i < m), 
such that (u,, ~3,) I (u,, J,,) for all l<i<,j<m, and (u,, J,,)= 1 for all 
ldidr?~. For each 1 <i<m, take o,=Q(~t,)u,+~x,, then Q(L),)= 
Q(!,,) + (Q(.r,)u,, Y ) = 0 (mod L). I’, is L-singular. And we have all 
(u,,l.,)=l and all (u,, P,) 1 (u,,r,) (i#,j). So, r ,,.... t’,,, is just the 
needed. 
THEOREM 1.8 (Witt’s Extension Theorem). Let W he a suhsptrc~~ of V, 
(T is un L-isometric embedding of’ W into V. Numel!, Q(.w) E Q(x) (mod L) 
,fbr all x E W. Then, there exists u g E Ou( V, Q, L) extending 0 (ix., tk 
restriction of’g on W is a). 
Proqf: (1) As the first step, we consider the case dim W = 1, i.e., 
W=(h) for a vector h#O. Let h,=ha, then Q(h)=Q(h,) (mod L). We 
need to find a g E Ou( V, Q, L) sending h to 11,. 
First, suppose h and h, are colinear, h, = Ah for a i. ED*. If i = 1, just 
take g = 1. Suppose I # 1. If h is anisotropic, we can take a quasi-symmetry 
o,,.(, E OU( V, Q, L) sending h to h,, such ph.‘, is just the needed extension of 
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(T. Suppose h is isotropic. Prom Q(/r) z Q(G) (mod L) and (i/j, k) = 
).(/I, /I) =0 it follows Q((r + I )/I) = Q(i./r) + Q(/?) + (21, 11) ~0 (mod L). 
(i + I )h is L-singular, thus h is L-singular. By Proposition 1.7 we know 
that there exists an L-singular vector 11 with (/4, I:) = I. Take ,g~ GL( C’) 
sending /I, 11 to A/I, iT ‘1% resp. when fixing all .Y E (14, I.) ‘. Such g lies in 
Ou( V, Q. L), thus is the needed extension of (T. 
Now suppose /I and h, are not collinear. Let H* = /I + /I,, then (/I, I,,) =
(/I. /r)+(/~,/r,)=TrQ(h)+(h./i,)-(/?,/I,) (mod L), and Q(,t,)zQ(/z)+ 
Q(/r,)+(/4. /1,)=(/i, /4,)-(/r. n,) (mod 1,). When (h, ,,,)#O, ,g=p ,,,,, / _ ,, IE 
Ou( C’. Q, L) sends h to /I,, as required. Suppose (/I, ,‘) =O. thus (h, /I) = 
(k. h, ). When /4 is anisotropic, so is h,, Q(h,)#D.,. Of>.= 
Q(/l,)Q(/l,) ‘# 1. We have Q(iV/r,)=iQ(/i,);=Q(/r,)-a(/,) (mod I,), 
thus (14, ,‘, )= (/I, i/t, ) = Q( I,‘, ) (mod L) for I,*, = /r + A/z, , and (h. ,,‘, ) = 
(/~./z)+(/~/~,)i=(/~,/~)(l+~)fO.g~,=p ,,,.,, / ,,,, I ,~014(V,Q,L)sendshto 
i/l,. And OU( V, Q. L) contains a g, sending i/i, to h,. g =,~,,g, E 
Ou( V, Q, L) sends /z to /I , , as what we need. In the remaining case we have 
isotropic h and II,, and have (/I, /I, ) = (Ir. /I) = 0. We can take a vector o E V 
lying neither in h- nor in /I:. Choose an .Y E L to make CY = Q(n) + .Y # 0, 
then so = 11,. I IEOU(V,Q.I.) sends /i to /~,=/I+(/I.,~)Y ‘v. Q(/r,)= 
Q(/l)=Q(/),) (modL). and (/~,,/I,)=(/I.v)x ‘(,%./i,)#O, thus (I,,.~‘,)50 
for II‘, = ii, + ii,. and (hl, II, 1 = Q(w, 1 (mod L). Now ,gI =pi ,,., l,l.i,,, I E 
Ou( C’, Q. L) sends /I, to /I,, ,g = ,y,, g, E Ozr( I’, Q, L) sends 14 to /I, . as 
desired. 
(2) In this step we suppose that I&’ is nondegenerate, and use induc- 
tion on dim w to settle the case. The case dim W= I has been settled in 
( I ). So we suppose dim W = ~II > 1, and assume the theorem holds for all 
the cases dim W < HI. We can take an anisotropic vector h E W. By ( I ) we 
know that there exists a g,, E Ou( V* QT L) sending h to /~a. The mapping 
01 =g.(Ro ‘)lcrn is an L-isometric embedding of W into C’% and it fixes k. 
thus it induces an L-isometric embedding ,r2 of h ’ n W into h ‘. Since 
dim(/i ’ ,q IV’) =4n ~ I <II?, by our inductive assumption we know that ‘T, 
can be extended to a g,~Ou(h~, Qi,,,. L). Take g, = I ,,,, x g,, then ,y, E 
Ou( C’, Q, L) extends C, , while R = g, g,, E Ou( V. Q, L) extends (7, as what 
we need. 
(3) In this final step we settle the general case. Write W= W, @ U’,, 
with W,,= Wn W’. thus W, is nondegenerate. WC use induction on 
dim W,,. The case dim W,, =0 has been settled in (2). Suppose dim W,, = 
tn>O, and assume the theorem holds for all the cases in which 
dim U’,, < 4~. 
First we suppose W,, contains an L-singular vector 14. Write W,, = 
(u)@c’,,, thus W,,o=(uo)@U,,o. Wecanfind a,,EL’(:,lr’, and find a 
,‘, E( ~~,,a)“~,(uo)‘. By Proposition 1.7 we can find an L-singular I’ in the 
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nondegenerate plane (u, J’, ) with (u, c) = I, and can find an L-singular 
C, E ( UU, J‘, ) with (ua, L’, )= I. (T can be extended to an L-isometric embed- 
ding 0, of IV= (IV, r) into I’ with CC, =L’,. Since I?n m/’ = CT, with 
dim U,, = tar- I CM, by the inductive assumption we can extend CJ, to a 
Cq E Oz(( V, Q, L). g is also an extending of CJ thus is what we need. 
Now suppose IV’,, = Wn W ’ contains no nonzero L-singular vectors. 
By (2) we can extend ~1 u, to a ~,EOU(V,Q,L). ~,=g.(g,,‘)/,,,, fixes 
all the vectors in W,, thus it induces an L-isometric embedding CJ~ of W,, 
into CZ’:. Take any 0 # 11‘ E W,,. By (1 ) we know that there exists a 
,g: E 024 w:. Ql ,v;. L) sending ii’ to )IV?. If dim W,, = 1, W,, = (II‘ I), g, = 
I,,,x~~EOU(V,Q,L) extends CT,, thus g = g, g,, E Ou( V, Q, L) extends (T, 
as required. Suppose dim W,, 2 2. CT? = g2 (g, ‘)I ,+,ln fixes 11‘ thus stabilizes 
CT = it’- n W :. it is an L-isometric embedding of W,, into U. We can write 
.l n M/i = (it,) @ W,, with W, nondegenerate. Define a quasi-quadratic 
yorm Q,‘on the quotient space-C:j(n,) by Q,(s+ (it.))=Q(.\-) (.YE W?). 
then Q, associates with the nondegenerate hermitian form .fi on C!( it,) 
induced by ,/I Let L, be the additive group generated by L and all the 
uQ( it’)3 (II E D), then n3 induces an L,-isometric embedding Gi, of I+‘,,/( it’) 
into r./(ux). Since dim( II’,,,!( = dim W,,- 1 <frr, by the inductive 
assumption we can extend 6, to a 6, E Ou( U/(ii,). Q,, L, ). By Proposi- 
tion 1.4 we have an isomorphism 4: Olr( C;j( ii’), Q,. L, ) z Ou( C;, Q ( , f.). 
The image cr4 = &cS,) extends cr3. and oj is an L-isometric embedding 
of I,’ into W f. Since C: n Cr’ = ( \I,) has dimension equal to 1. by our 
result for the case dim W,, = I we know that o4 can be extended to a g, E 
OU( I+‘:, Ql,,., ). Now g,= I ,,., x g,~0~( I’, Q, L) extends c3. g=g,g,g,,~ 
Ou( I’. Q, L) extends 0. as what we need. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem I .8. 
If in a subspace C’ of V all the vectors are L-singular. then c’ is said to 
be totally L-singular. By Theorem 1.8 we know that the dimension of a 
maximal totally L-singular subspace I’ of I’ is uniquely determined by Q 
and L. independent of the choice of (i. So we are allowed to de!ilne the 
Witt index v(Q, L) to be the dimension of the maximal totally L-singular 
subspaces of F’, and define V(Q) = \#(Q, Tr D). We point out that, all the 
totally L-singular spaces are totally isotropic with respect to,f: So the Witt 
index \l(Q, L) is less than or equal to the Witt index r(,f’) of,f: 
The Witt index r( W, L) for a nondegenerate subspace W of V is meant 
the Witt index v(QI b+, L) for the restriction Qi H, of Q on W, that is, the 
dimension of the maximal totally L-singular subspaces of W. When 
\I( W, L) = 0 we say that W is L-definite. When dim IV= 2 and V( W, L) = I 
we call W an L-hyperbolic plane, which can be spanned by an 
L-hyperbolic pair. Here an L-hyperbolic pair is meant a pair of L-singular 
vectors II, I’ with (u, 21) = 1. 
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Let v = r( Q, L) > 0, then we can choose a basis (u, / I 6 i < n } of V, such 
that (I,, = (u, 1 1 6 i 6 V) and V, = (u, 1 v + I 6 i < 2~) are maximal totally 
L-singular subspaces of V, (u,, u,+ , ) = 0 (when i #j) or 1 (when i = j) for 
all l<i,.j<v, and W=(u,I2~,+16idn)=(C:,,OV,,)’ is L-definite. 
Write V as Mat , x,,D with respect to this basis, then Q(.v) = .Y A.?’ and 
f(.u, ~3) = .u(A + A’) F’ for a 
0 I” I 




where H,, is an L-hermitian matrix. We can replace n by A - H,, to 
annihilate Ho, without changing the group Ou(n, D, Q, L). And the matrix 
d, E Mat,, 1r D is L-definite, i.e., .Y AX’ E L (XE Mat, x ,,? ?,,, D) only when 
.Y = 0. 
Now we can write the group Ou(n, D, Q, L) in the matrix form 
Ou(n, D, A. L) = {A E GL(n, D) ) A A,? -A is L-hermitian). One can check 
that the following matrices lie in Ou(n, D, A, L): 
(i) diag(P, P’ ‘, I), for all PE GL(v, D); 
for all the L-hermitian XE Mat,. D; 
E I+E 




for all the diagonal matrices EE Mat,.D with E” = E; 
(iv) [<if’ %’ 51 and E :: :I. 
for all XE Mat ~ * oz z, ,D, 
where H, = A, + d’, Furthermore, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let 
i 
0 I”’ 
A= 0”” 0 
A, 
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Il,ith A , E Mat,, Zr D drfinitcl and H, = A, -t- d’, incrrtihlr. Thm ecrch A E 
Ou(n, D, A, L) cun he trsritten in the ,form 
~r~here P E GL(L’, D), X, YE Mat, X ,,I ?, ,D. R and S urtJ L-hcrmitian mrrtricrs 
in Mat,, D, C is a quasi-incolutinn. 
Proof1 First we try to find a quasi-involution ZE Ou(n, D, A, L), such 
that AJC’=(P:” :) has the block PEGL(v, D). Let (A:‘,’ A’,‘,’ A,,) be the 
11 x II matrix consisting of the first v rows of A. If A,, E GL( r, D), just take 
Z= I. Suppose A,, is not invertible, rank A,, = r < v, we can Find a P, E 
GL(v, D) and a permutation matrix P2 E GL(v. D), such that T, = 
P, A , , P2 = ( ‘);I Cl,,? ,)). Denote 
then (T, T, T3)= (ii ?i $ $ $:I consists of the first v rows of 
the matrix g = diag(P,, P’, ‘, I) A diag(P,, Pi I, I) E Ou(n, 11, A, L). 
g@-A=(‘;‘i t ) is L-hermitian, thus its block T is L-hermitian. But 
T=(T, T, T,)A(T, T, T,)‘=T,T;+T3A,T1,= * 
i 
* 
* i M,A,Mi; ’ 
so M, A, ,I?; is L-hermitian, M3 = 0 (since A, is definite). Now 
T= 
! 
so A?;+NM;=O, M, = M,N’. The matrix (0 0 M, b42 0)= 
M2(0 0 N’ I 0) consists of the last v - r rows of (T, T2 T,). These rows 
are some rows of the invertible matrix g hence are linearly independent 
over D, Mz must be invertible, (‘i;’ ;:?:) E GL(v, D). Take E = 
diag(0”‘. I”’ ‘I), then 
E I+E 
C,= I+E E 
i 1 I 
is a quasi-involution of Ou(n, D, A, L), so is its conjugate Z= Az‘, A ’ 
under the permutation matrix A = diag(P,, Pi-- ‘, 1)~ Ou(n, D, A, L). Now 
we have AZ= (‘i’ :) with P= P, ‘(L $) P2-‘sGL(v, D), as desired. 
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Write .4.X‘ in the partitioned form 
i 
P”’ B 12 N,, 
Take Y=P IL?,,, X=(H, ‘B,,P I)‘. then 
Ly,z(i;, a ; _;_;=(; 
lie in Olr(n, D, A, L). thus A, =,y, AXg? E Ou(n. D, A. L). ii, ,421 - ‘4 is 
L-hermitian. But A, has the form 
f;Y r’:’ L;;;21J. 
A,A/P-n=(X),),., (with .X.,,E Mat,D for 1 <i.,j<2) has the blocks 
A’,, =0 and ,I’,,= PC\,. from xi, = X,, =O we obtain C’,, =O. Now 
we must have LYE GL(rz ~ 21,. D). and X,, = C; A, c’” ~ A, should be 
L-hermitian, thus UE Ou(n ~ 2~, D, A,, L). From A’,, + x;, = <‘,,A, i?’ + 
C’A, 5’;,’ = Czl H, c’ = 0 follows C’,, = 0. The block A’,, = PC;, should be 
L-hermitian, so should be S, = P ‘Xi, P ” = P ‘C‘,,. thus 
i u 
I s, 
g, = 0 I E Ou(n. D, ‘4, L). 
I 
Take g, = diag( P. P’ ‘. I:) E Ou(n, D, ,4, L). then si = A, <F: ’ ~4 ’ E 
Ou(rz, D, A. L). But g, have the form 
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where R= R, + XH,X’ and S= S, + Y, r’ are L-hermitian, and UE 
Ou(n - 211, D, d , , L). The proof of the proposition is completed. 
2. THE SUBGROUP GENERATED BY UNITARY TRANSECTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Ou(n, D, Q, L) have the Witt index \$Q, L) 3 1, we 
define TOu(n, D, Q, L) to be the subgroup of Ou(t~, D, Q, L) generated by 
all the unitary transvections p,,,, with Q(U) and s lying in L. 
Since O~(tz, D, Q, L) permutes L-singular vectors, we see 
Ozl(n. D. Q, L) ~1 TOu(n, D, Q, L). We shall prove that TOu(n, D, 12, L) is 
a simple group. To do this we consider the action of N= TOu(n, D, Q, L) 
on the set Q of all the L-singular lines. and use the following simplicity 
criterion. 
INWS~~~~YI ‘.s Sinylicit>> Criterion. Let a group G act on a set S, h: be the 
kernel of this action. Then G/K is simple if G satisfies the following condi- 
tions: ( 1 ) G acts primitively on S; (2) G = G’; (3) there exists an s E S 
such that the stabilizer G, of .Y in G contains a normal abelian subgroup 
.4,, with all the conjugates g “4 1 K (I: E G) generating G. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) T/W tictim q$ of’ ,V = TOu(n, D. Q. L) OH flu> .WI R 
of’ till tlir L-singulrir linrs is fiiitl!firl. 
(ii ) ThtJ twlter of’ ,Y is I 
Proof: (i) Let so E Ker q5, Namely. (u) so = (u) for all the singular 
lines (u). We prove that ,qo = 1. 
First we suppose IZ 3 3. We prove that g,, stabilizes all the lines (.y) in 
1~. For each such .v, we can take an L-singular U, $ x ‘, (u, , X) is an 
L-hyperbolic plane. And we can take an L-singular 11~ $ (u,. .I-). If 14: E .s I. 
replace II? by an L-singular II, + tx2 4 .y- for a suitable c E D*. So we can 
always choose 11~ 4 s -, thus (II ?, X) is an L-hyperbolic plane. go stabilizes 
all the L-singular lines thus stabilizes all the L-hyperbolic planes. j:,I stabi- 
lizes (u,..\-) and (U ?, X) hence it stabilizes their intersection (.v). as 
desired. Now we know that g,, = I.1 , for a E. lying in the center of D*, and 
2 = 2 (otherwise Tr D = D,,, contradicting our assumption). And ‘we have 
i.’ = (Xu, j-r\) = (ug,,. q,,) = (II, r) = 1 for an L-hyperbolic pair U, r, thus 
I. = 1. This proves that g,, = I, as was to be shown. 
Now consider the case 17 = 2, V = (u, 1~) for an L-hyperbolic pair II, I‘. 
For each L-singular )I‘ $ (u), write \i‘= i(rrzr + P) for a i. E D* and an u E D. 
From Q(H,) = j.ai ~0 (mod L) we know N E L, thus P,,,,,E N. VVe have 
(iti + 1’ = rp,,,,,, thus 
P,,.,=P‘,ur, .I, ;=/‘,,.,~P,.,.,;~)l‘,ri~(I~,,..~,~’I., I SEL) 
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This shows that N = (p,,,,, /J,.\ 1.SE D). Write V as the 2-dimensional row 
space Mat, x >D over D with respect to the basis {u. I~), and write the 
group elements of N as matrices in Mat? D. Now all the (I,,,, = ( i y) and 
/J,,,  = (d i), which lie in the Mat1 R over the ring R generated by L Hence 
N < SL(2, R). g,, stabilizes (u) and (I~). thus g,, =diag(j., 2 ‘) for a 
i. E R*. And go stabilizes all the L-singular lines (.cu + V) (0 # .r E L), thus 
(SU + P) = (.su + c) g,, = (.s~.u + 2 ‘I~) = (i-T.vi~~ + P), 2s). = .P. Taking .Y = I 
we see iA=l, L=j. ‘, thus i. I.6 = .Y for all s E L. i. centralizes L, thus it 
centralizes R. When L is noncommutative. by Lemma 1.3 we know R = D. 
i lies in the center of D*, thus i = /? = i ‘, i’= 1. i. = 1, g,,= 1. When L 
is commutative, R is a field lie in D,,, still we have i. = Z = X ‘. j. = 1. 
go = 1’ 
(ii) Let g,, lie in the center of N. For each L-singular lines (u) we 
have all P,,. ,= g,, ’ P,,. ,gll = I),,~,,. , (.SE L), thus (u) = (ug,,). implying 
go= 1 by (i). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let N = TOu(n, D. Q, L) \t,ith v(Q, L) 3 1. Then 
(i) N uct.s transitirel!, on the .set of’ uil the L-singulur lines. 
(ii ) N c0ntuin.s all the h~perholic trun.~~ormulNtion.s A,,. /,, corre- 
sponding to L-h~~perholic puirs i 14, c ) und elements i in the multiplicuticr 
group S generated hi, all the 0 # .s E L, lvherc A ,,,, sends u, 11 to ix, i ‘I’, 
respecticel!,. when ,fixing all the .Y E (II, I’ > i. And N cun send euch L-singular 
cector II to 214 for uii~‘ 2 in the multiplicutiw group gwwruted by ull nonzero 
SE L und Q(h) (HEN’). 
(iii) N contuins all t,,. ,(Q(u) E L ). 
(iv) N ucts truti.siticel~~ on the .stlt of’ ull the non-orthogonul pairs 
{ (u ), (L‘ ) ) of L-singular lines. 
(v) If’ h: contains nonzero L-singulur wctors, und Q(h, ) E Q(h:) = 6 
(mod L), ihen pi+,, ~P~,~.J 1E N. 
(vi ) For any g E Ou(n, D, Q, L) and an?’ L-hyperbolic pair (u, 1: ) , MY 
can choose u i. ED* to make A, ,,,.,; g E N. 
Proqf: (i) Let (u) and (P) be two L-singular lines. If (u, c) #O, take 
a i=s,(u, with O#S,EL, then Q(u+E,v)=Q(u)+Q(E.t~)+(u,c)iT= 
s, = 0 (mod L), u + i.u is L-singular. p,, + j.l .,, 1 E N sends u to 3.2: thus sends 
(u) to (P). When (u, t.) = 0, we can choose an L-singular vector K‘ $ u ’ 
and IV $ t’-. There exist a g, E N sending (u) to (KS) and a gz E N sending 
0~) to (1:). g,g?~N sends (u) to (r>, as needed. 
(ii) Let [II, c 1 be an L-hyperbolic pair. For each 0 # .s E L, we have 
Q(u+.sv)~L and s ’ E L. thus P,, t ,,., I E N. And 1 E Tr D G L, thus 
P,,+,.~EN. So we have A,,.,.,=P,,+~~., ~P~,+,.,EN. N><A,,.,,, lOf.scL) 
- in,,.,., / 2E.s). 
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Let II # 0 be L-singular. Take an L-singular t’ with (u, c) = 1, then 
iI .,,,,EN sends u to su for any given 0fs~L. Let h~u’ with Q(h)#O. 
When 12 E (u) we have Q(h) E L. When /I$ (u) we can take an x E h ’ i5,z11, 
and choose an L-singular D E (u, s) with (u, c) = 1. Suppose Q(h) == a # 0. 
Take the L-singular IZ’ = nu + c + h, then (u, 1~‘) = (,r, Z ‘~1) = 1, and ~70 = 
Z 10 E Tr DC L, p,, + l,. ,p,<. + (, I,, P(,‘,~, +, ,‘,(, , IE N sends u to UU. The se! 
j i E D* 1 N can send II to E.u 1 is a multiplicative subgroup of D*, and it 
contains all the nonzero s E L and Q(h) (/I E II ’ ), the needed result follows. 
(iii) For each t,, /, (with Q(U) E L), we can find an .Y E 1,” \u-. and 
can take an L-singular L’ E (u, s) with (u, c) = I. Take a c E L’\ (0, I ). By 
(ii) we can find a 0 in the TOu(2, D, Qi ,,., L) acting on W = (u, I‘ ), such 
that U(T = CU. Take g, = (T x 1 ,,,L E N. We have g,, ’ E N, and t,,,,,, gC t,,.,:,,, E 
t &II,, wl.,l,l = N for ~t’o = ((, + 1 ) ’ ~2‘~ thus g,, It,,. !,, g , t,,~,:,, = t, ,,. II.,l t ,. f,, =
t t’=t i,. < Nil I,. I, (1 i,.,i +l,n,i~)r,.t~N for an .~ET~D~L, t,,.,, + l,,,,i=f,,.,, EN. 
(iv) Let { (u,), (r,) i (i= 1, 2) be two pairs of L-singular lines with 
(rr,, I’,) #O, we prove that there exists a go N sending (u, ), (r, ) to (u?), 
(r?), respectively. By (i) we can take a g, E N sending (u, ) to ( uJ. Let 
‘<,tXZ>= (r, g,), then (u?, ,t’,)#O. We can choose I’?, ,,s7 resp. in (,Y?), 
(Pi) to make (Us, 11~) = (u?, H.~) = 1. Hence 1’: = ~1~ + ,t‘? + h for an 
I1 E (u2. 1t’2)1 and a I’ = Q(h) + s with ,s E L. g, = t ,,,.,, p ,, , E N fixes or’? when 
sending 1~~ to r7. g=g, ~?EN sends (u,). (r,) -to (u,), (P?), respec- 
tively. 
(v ) Let u be a nonzero L-singular vector in h;. By (iii) we know 
t >,.,?, E N. For any (5 = Q(h, ) + s with s E L and any .Y E V, we have 
=s+(x,h,)S ‘h,+(.Y+(.u,/?,)s ‘h,,/1,+Su)S ‘(h,-tSu) 
=r+(X,h,)zl+(S,U)(h, +Su)=st, ,,,, ]P,,,\, 
We have Q(h, + 63,~) = Q(h, + 6~) = Q(h,) (mod L). And (h, + 6I.v, 
h , + 6~) = (h , , h , ) + 6E.6 (I E D) ranges over D, thus can choose I., to make 
(h, + cid, r, h, + du) = (h,, h,). When (h, ) # (h2), by Theorem 1.8 we 
can take a g E Ou(n, D, Q, L) sending h, + 61., c, h, + 6~ to h,, h:!, resp., 
P Ii, , n ~Phyb-’ =g -‘(P hl+n,,l.n~‘P/~,+;il,,d ‘)RE&T ‘Ng=N.When(h,)=(h,) 
we can take an h3$ (/I,) with Q(h,) = Q(h,) (mod L), P/,,,,~ lp,zz,cj I=
(P,,,.,, 1 P/,~.,s 1 NP,,,.,, 1P/~:.<Y 1) E N. 
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(vi) i~g, qq) is still an L-hyperbolic pair. By (iv) we can find a K()E N 
sending (UK), (ug) to (u). (rl), respectively, g, =gg,)~ Ou(n, D, Q, L) 
stabilizes (U > and (v), hence it stabilizes the nondegenerate subspace 
W = (II, I’ ) ’ . inducing a ,T, 1 c,. E Ou( W, Ql H , L). By Proposition 1.6 we can 
write K[ I ,<.= II:‘- , I)~,,.,,, 1 for some nonzero vectors h, E W and nonzero 
elements u, = Q( II,) (mod L), 1 < i < 1~. Take I(‘, = II, u + 1‘ for each I < i 6 ~1. 
then we have all Q(~,,)=rr, E (2(/l,) (mod L), thus all p$ ,,,,,, 1p,,,, L , IEN 
by (v ). Now g2 = n:,: , p ,,,,,, I p ,,,, c , 1t N. and gl and g, has the same 
restriction on W. g, = g, g2 ’ ‘induces 1 ,! , it can be viewed as an element 
of the Ou((u. r>,QIC,,,i . L). By (iv) we know that there exists a 
g4~ TOd(lr. 1,). Ql; I,., ,, L)x I,, sending (ug,), (q3) to (u). (r). 
respectively. xi = g, <yj E Ou( ( II, c)> Ql ,,.L , . L) x I ,$ , and gi stabilires (u) 
and (I-), thus s,=A, ,-,,, for a i.cD*. A, ,,,,, =s,~,,~q~ ‘sJ, A,,,,., IS= 
( ,Ko E ’ <Y4 ) ’ E N. as desired. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. N = TOu(n, D, Q. Id ) is its OHX comrnututor group. 
Prcyf: We need only to show I,,,,% E A” for each L-singular II E C’ and 
each 0 #SE L. F‘irst, suppose .s # I. By Proposition 2.3(i) we know that 
some go ,Y sends u = (.s+ I ) ‘~1 to .YH,, N’ contains p ’ 4 ‘p 
P,,,.,P,,, r.\ =I-‘,,,.,P,,,,.,=P,,,.1,+ I,, (i I,=/‘(\ f Ill,.1 
dC “‘h‘;slredf” co; =p,,,\. ‘ L -’ 
suppose .S = I. Take c E L (0, 1 ), we also have I # c + I E f.. We have 
known that N’ contains /I,, ( and ij,,,, , . thus it contains p,,,, /I,, i , , = i),,,  
A” contains all the p,,., (Q(u). YE L) thus coincides with the N generated by 
all these o,( ,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. I,cr :Y = TOu(n, D. Q. L) li.itll \‘( Q, L) 3 2. t//m 
(i ) X ~0rltrrin.s (r/l t/w unitmJ, 2-trrirl.sr.c,L.tioIl.v ry,,, :.\- k+ .Y + (.I-, u’) II + 
( .Y. II) b1‘ c,orrespontiirig to ortlwgoml puirs of’ L-.singulur rectors u, w. 
(ii ) If’ NY’ n.ritc C. US the roa .Y~LIC’LJ Mat, * ,, D n.ith wqm’t to N .suituhlc 





1 i 0 
thm N contuins all the diag( P, P’ ‘. I) (P E SL( v, D)), untl it contuins ull 
,c,itll X E Mat, D bring L-krrvitim 
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(iii) N acts transitivel?~ umong all the L-hyperbolic puirs. 
(iv) N coincides with the commutator group G’ of’G = Ou(n, D, Q, L). 
Pr(vf: (i) v,,., = Pi+,,., P,~.~P,,.~ E N. 
(ii) Denote by E,, the matrix having a single 1 as its (i, j)th entry, 
and all other entries zero. Then, all the unitary 2-transvections I+ HE,, + 
HE,+,.,+, (1 6 i, ,i < ~1, i #,i, HE D*) lie in N and generate the subgroup 
{ diag( P, P’ ‘, I) / P E SL(n, D) j < N. All the unitary 2-transvections 
I+OE,.+,,,+BE,,+,,,EN (l<i<.j<v, HED*) and the unitary trans- 
vections I + .sE,, + ,,, EN (1 <i<v, O#SEL) generate 




I X E Mat ,, D is L-hermitian 
I 
=(I+dE ,,,,,, +tiE,,,+,,I+sE,,,+,( I~~<~~~,BED*,sEL:)<N. 
(iii) Let {us, c,) (i = 1, 2) be two L-hyperbolic pairs. By Proposi- 
tion 2.3 we can find a g, EN with u, g, = i,u, and L’, g, = i It’? for a i. E D*. 
Since Y(Q, L) 3 2, we can take an L-hyperbolic pair {u?, L’~) with 
(u:,pz) 1 (u,,c~). By (ii) we know gz=A,,?,,.l,; In,,,,,.,,;EAr, thus 
u,~=z’~and~,g=~~for~=g,~~~N. 
(iv) By Proposition 2.4 we know N = N’ < G’. Consider the quotient 
group G,IN. By Proposition 2.3(vi) we know G = AN for the group A = 
{A,, I.; 1 i.g D*) associated with an L-hyperbolic pair (u, c ). So we have 
G/N=AN!NzA/(N~A). By (ii) we know NnAkA,,= (A,,,,.,, / CECJ, 
where C is the commutator group of D*. So G/N is isomorphic to a homo- 
morphic image of A/A,. The mapping 4: A,,,,.:, H j, is an isomorphism of A 
onto D*, thus A/A,,~$(ii)/c,b(A,,)= D*,/C, which is commutative. So we 
know that G/N is commutative. N > G’. This proves that N= G’. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 2m 3 4, N be the group generated by all the matrices 
I + ALE,, - BE, + tn., + ,,, (1 <i< m, 1 <j< 2m) in GL(2m, D), then N is just 
the TOu(2m, D, Q) determined by the Q(x) = x d.~’ defining on the 
Zm-dimensional row space over D, where d = ( gmi ‘$1). (When char D # 2 
and JZ 1 such N is the group generated by all the unitary transvections in 
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the U(n, D, f’) determined by ,f’(.u, y) = .u(d + 2’) y’. When J= 1 we have 
N = Q(n, D, Q I.1 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The stuhilker N,, of’s torall~~ L-singulur subspaw U in 
N = TOu(n, D, Q, L) is a maxitnal subgroup of’ N. 
Proqf: Take any g, E N\N, , we prove that X= (N,., g,) = N. Notice 
that we have N,,= Nc.l, thus g, does not stabilize U ‘. 
Each L-singular line (u) corresponds to an abelian subgroup T,, = 
( p[,., 1s E L} of N. N,, contains all those T,, with u E U-. Write U’ = 
U@ W for a nondegenerate subspace W. When \I( W. L) = 0, all the 
L-singular vectors in U’ lie in U, g, 4 N, can send a nonzero u(, E L’ to 
c,=u,,g,$U, andr,$U’(sincev, is L-singular). When\(W,L)31, U’ 
can be spanned by L-singular vectors, from Ulg, # iJ1 we know that g, 
can send an L-singular zdo E U’ to r, $ (/’ ’ . In both of the above cases we 
have T,,=g, ‘T,,,g,<X. We can write U=(rr,)@(r; nU) for a u,EC’ 
with (u,, r,)= I. For any L-singular t,$U’, we write U= (u)@(~~’ n U) 
for a u E U with (u, z?) = 1. By Witt’s Extension Theorem we can find a g G 
Ou(fz, D, Q, L) sending (u, ), (i’, ). I’, n U to (II), (r). I*- n U. respec- 
tively. By Proposition 2.3 we can choose a i E D* to make n ,,,,, , g E N, 
replacing g by A,,,.,,,, g we may assume go N. g E N, < X, thus X> 
g I T,, g = T,., I: = T, This says that X contains all the T, (t> $ G’ ’ ). And we 
know T,, < N, < X for all u E U I, thus X> T,, for all the L-singular U. 
X contains the group N generated by all the T,,, hence it coincides with N. 
THEOREM 2.7. N = TOu(n, D, Q, L) is II simple group. 
Proof: Consider the action 4 of N on the set !Z of all the L-singular 
lines. This action is faithful by Proposition 2.2. 4 is transitive by Proposi- 
tion 2.3(i), and it is primitive (since the stabilizer N,,,, of a (u) E ,G? is max- 
imal in N by Proposition 2.6). We have shown N = N’ in Proposition 2.4. 
The stabilizer N (!, j of a (u) E Q has a normal abelian subgroup T,, = 
I ,c)[,,, 1 s E L), with all the conjugates g ‘T,,g = T,,,q (go N) generating N. 
All the conditions given in Iwasawa’s Simplicity Criterion are fulfilled, 
hence N = N/Ker 4 is simple. 
3. THE OVERCRWPS OF TOu(n, D, Q) IN GL(n, D) 
In this section we admit all the division rings D (including those with 
char D # 2) but still require J # 1. Remember that we denote Y0 = 
{a-i?/ UED} and Y, = {acD) a= --N). For an arbitrary division D, 
0 I, 0 E Ou(n, D, Q, L) (u#O) if and only if LI ’ = - Q(M~) (mod L), t,,,,, E 
TOu(n, D, Q, L) is defined by t,,,,, : XH.Y+(.Y, W)U-(x, u)(~~+Q(w)u), 
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md P/i,. <I ‘Phpu I E TOu(n, D, Q, L) holds when 11: contains nonzero 
L-singular vectors and Q(h,) = Q(lzz) = u (mod L). 
Since we have a nondegenerate hermitian form,f on V, each transvection 
of SL(n, D) can be written in the form T ,,,, : .Y H .Y + .f’(.u, P)U, associated 
with an orthogonal pair of vectors U, I’. We have g IT,,,, g = T~,,~,~~* for all 
,PE GL(n,.D), where g* E GL(n, D) is determined by the condition 
.f’(Ts ‘, 1,) =.f(x, J’g*) for all x, ~1 E V. When gg U(n, D, ,f‘) we have g* =g. 
A group It,,,.,. I a~ Di. is called a root subgroup of SL(n. D). All the 
irreducible subgroups Y generated by root subgroups of SL(n, D) are 
determined in [ 1, 21. In our case we have D #F,, thus have either Y = 
SL(n, D) or Y= Sp(n, D) (for commutative D and even /I). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let N = TOu(n, D, Q) mc’r un arhitrur,~ division ring D, 
Ic,itk II > 3 und v(Q) k 1, N < A’< GL(n, D). Thrrz XEZ SL(n. D), or Xk 
TOu(rq D, Q, L) .for un L. 
Proof: Take a maximal L such that N, = TOu(n, D, Q, L) d X. Then X 
contains all the p,,, = T,,~ ,,, with Q(u) EL and s E L. If X permutes the 
L-singular lines, then XP (p,,. ,I Q(U) E L, s E L) = TOu(n, D, Q, L), the 
theorem holds. Suppose not, then there exists a g, E X sending an 
L-singular u,, to X, = 110 g1 with Q(.Y,) q! L, g, ‘z ,,,,) ,,) g, = 5 ,,,, (, E X for all 
the .s E L, where ~3, = ug gf, .f’(.u, , ~3, ) =,f’(u,,, ug) = 0. 
If we can find a g,, E N, fixing X, when moving ~3, to ~3~ $ (~3, ), then X 
contains g,, ‘5, ,,, l‘, g,, = z, .,,, _ thus contains g, 5, ,,, ~ g, ’ = T,,,~~ I,where c is 
a given nonzero element in i, ~‘=y~(g, ‘)* $ (J,, )(g, ‘)* = (u,~). We can -- 
take an h E 2,: ‘\J,!, and can choose (I’. 11) = 1 by replacing /I by 0,. II) ’ h. 
For each a E D we have t, ,,,,,,, E N,, thus T ’ t ’ <I,,]. I ‘ru,,.ir~~u~l. i t u” l~ = T I,,). UU() =
T “,L <llll,) EX, with O=C% ranging over D. X contains a root subgroup 
it i,,I,,,l,,j I t) E D 1 of SL(n, D), and X is primitive (since N is), hence all the 
root subgroups of SL(n, D) lying in X generate an irreducible subgroup 
X,, g X. And, when D is a field N = SU(n, D, ,f) can lie in no GS,o(n, D), 
thus X can normalize no Sp(n, D), X,, cannot be an Sp(n, D). So we must 
have XE X,, = SL(n, D), as asserted. So, in the following we need only to 
prove the existence of a g,,E N, fixing X, when moving (~3, >. 
If X, is L-singular, take a yr E X: \ J,:, then g, = t,,, , E N, works. Sup- 
pose Q(s,)$L, but X; contains nonzero L-singular vectors, then we can 
choose an L-singular L‘ E s : ,,J:, go = PP., works for any 0 # .F E L. If J: 
contains nonzero L-singular vectors, we can choose an L-singular 
I1 E J-f ?,,.Y: . and can choose (s,, U) = 1. We have X0 I?,,,, , i. = f,,, ),, for 
any 0 # CE L and any do = p, ,,., with 0 #SE L, where .Y? = CX, g,, i (x, ). 
Hence g, 1, ,~. ,., g,-’ = z ,.,,, I E X for .y = .y2 g, ’ q! (s, g, ’ ) = (q,). Take an 
h E u,; with (-u, /I) = 1, then X contains T ’ t ’ \. ,,,I ,,i,,i.,,= I  il(i tm,,, II - ~~~~~~~~~~~~ for all 
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UE D. X contains a root subgroup (r,,,,,,,,,. / LIED) of SL(rr, D), thus XE 
SL(n, D) as was seen. 
Now we suppose that neither .Y: nor .I‘, contains nonzero L-singular 
vectors, Since n > 3. we can take an L-singular vector U, & (x, , ~3, ). 
W= (u, , s, ) is an L-hyperbolic plane not containing ~3,) we can write 
13, = H’, + u‘? with II‘, E W and II*: E WL. Since ~1, q! W we have 11~~ # 0, thus 
Q(~rs~) 4 L (since )I’? E.Y:). Since (II,, , u,)=(~,,,u,)#O we see 1r,#0. 
When n > 4. we can choose an /I E W ’ lying neither in ( ii’7 ) nor in H,;. 
Since 0 # h 6 .v: we have Q(/I) 4 L. Q(/I) + .Y # 0 for all .Y E L. For each 
.s E L we have [J,?, cy,,r,, , l Ou(n, D. Q), thus Q(li’Z)-Q(r~.J (mod L) 
for ri., = II’~~,?, V,,r, ~ ,, I = 11‘~ -(n~,,h)(Q(h)+.s) ‘II. We have ,q,,= 
Pbt7. Q(tt?l ‘Pai,. m I EN,. Notice that K,) fixes .Y,. In (~1’~. \V2) = 
(12,~. II,,)- (,3,, h)(Q(lz)+.s) ’ (11,~. /I) we have (ii’?. lz)#O, taking two dif- 
ferent values of .YE L we can obtain two different values of (H.~,I~.~). This 
shows that we can choose an .SE L to make ( H’~, I?,) #O. Now pti,. m , 
moves (IV? ), but p,(,, vc,IT, I stabilizes (11.~). hence gCI moves <H,~), as 
what we need. Now we treat the case II = 3. We have C~= W@ (11.~) with 
(n,,, w,)#O. Q(w2)$Y,. And .v; = (J,,. v~). (.r,. rl,,)=(~~, +IV~, rr2)= 
(it'?, 11’:) # 0. And we have Q( J’, ) $ L (since .I’, E .Y; ). For each .s, E L we 
have P,,. ,v,i.,,i,,, IEOU(IZ, D, Q, L). thus Q(IT~)=Q(H~~) (mod L) for 
IT. = l\'zp,, CPIIIJ t $1) I = It‘: + /., J', . 
ZO. We have g,, = p 
where /., = -( II‘~, .~~,)(Q(v,)+.s,) ' 
\<,,<,pji,.<, E N, for each u = -(Q(H.~) + .Y:) ’ with 
J’? E L, and go fixes ,v, We need only to choose go to make ( JV:) # ( .L,, ) 
for J.~=.I.~~~,=.v,+(J~,, ~i~,)~~~~'2+~2U(~t~~+i,~~~,)=(l +j.~~.,)~*,+~~1~i~2, 
where X2 = (.I., + (J,,, II.~)uII.~, 11‘2 + i, J', ) = (.I,, + (j,,, LI‘~)NW1. Ii‘?) + 
[(~~,.?~,)+(?,,.,~~,)N(11.2,?',)]i,. & = (J',, II.~)u+~.~(~. Since Q(H~)$ Y{. 
WC know Q( 11.~) + .Y? # 0 for all s2 E L E Y< And, since (J‘, n,?) # 0 we can 
choose two different u = -( Q( H,: ) + .s2 ) ’ (.s? E L) to obtain two different 
(.I*,. .I',) + (.I',, H'?)U(11'2. .r, ). hence can make (.I., . J, ) + (J,. H.~)N(H.~. J’, ) 
# 0. And then, we can choose two different values of 2, = P(~q2, J’, ) 
(Q(>,,)+.s,) ’ (.s, EL) to obtain two distinct L,, thus obtain two different 
2 i. SO we can choose j”, # 0. thus J’? .$ (J’, ). as desired. 
c’use 2. In this case we suppose ~3, = U-Y, E (.Y, ) for an (1 E D*. We have 
? I\,.<,\, = 
(r,, .Y, ) “6:1’:, 
EX for all JEL. Since N(.Y,,.Y,)=(.~.,..Y,)=~ we have 
is isotropic. But .I-, is not L-singular, thus L # Yi. 
char D = 2. If tis, 4 D, for an .P, EL, taking an L-singular 11, with 
(14 ,,.u,)= 1 we have Q(.~,)=Q(~,+N.s,.~,)~~~Y, $0 (mod D,,) for 
f, =~I*il,,i,.i,- 5il.il=t,,11,,,,,5,,,,.,,,r,,,,,,.,, EX for all .srL and T, = 
U,(T Li>, \I. I, I*. Since (.V,,.?,)#O and (.?,,,P,)=O. we have y,$(.\-,). 
Replacing .Y, . .t’? by .?, , J, we reduce to Case 1, So we suppose C.v = .XI E D, 
for all s E L, thus T,, ,,, , = /I ,, ,i, E C;(n, D, j’). Take an L-singular 11, with 
( 14 , , .I-, ) = 1, then [I ,,,‘,C,~~~,,,~ [I - )t, = ij,,, , I( ,,,,, E .Y for all c E L. We have 
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Q(u, + .~a.\-,) = su + .~aQ(s, )SN (mod L). If all Q(u, + .FLI) E L, we have 
(.vN) ’ Q(u, + .xux,)(.xI) ’ = (su) ’ + Q(x,) =O (mod L), all (S(I) ’ = 
Q(x, ) $0 (mod L). On the other hand, we can choose two dif- 
ferent nonzero s,,.r,~L, (,s~cI) ‘=u ‘(.s,~‘+s, ‘)=((.~,a) ‘+Q(s,))+ 
:(,s2y,) ,‘tQ(xi))=~ (mpd L) for s,=(.s, ‘+,s2 ‘) ‘=(.s, ‘+.v, ‘) ’ 
)I .s,.\, +.s, sZs2 )(s, +x? ‘) ’ E I-, in contradiction. So we can 
choose x~) E L to make Q(.f ,) 4 L for 4, = U, + sOu.~,. Since p <,,, E X for all 
(‘E L, we can replace .Y, by S, at the very beginning, to reduce to the case 
Jo ,,-, E X for all s E L. We can write X, = U, + cc, for an L-hyperbolic pair 
:u,> L’l) and a I‘ = Q(.r, ) $0 (mod L), but (‘E D,,. For each 0 fs E L, X 
contains j),,, .‘, P,,, + , , , = ~),,,.‘,P,,,‘,P~,,.,I~,,.~ =P,, , ,,,,.,~,,.,.Sincey,,., IEN,, 
we have (P,,., 1) ‘(,),.,+,,,,.,/),,.,)P,.,., I=P  ,,. P,.,EX. Take two dif- 
ferent nonzero s , , .sz in L then X contains (P ,,,,,,, ( P .,,, )(P,~~,,.~ Pi.,., , ’ = 
/‘w.<.I”~u,.< =Pu,.‘,t with c, = s, c.s, + ,sLc.sZ = (s, + .s7)c(.s, + .T?) + Tr(s, c.sZ). 
Since (’ $ L and s, + .s2 # 0, we have (s, + sz)c(s, + .s2) $ L, thus I’, $ L. 
By Proposition 2.3(ii) we know that, for each i in the multiplicative sub- 
group B of D* generated by all the nonzero .SE L and nonzero Q(17) 
(II E u-), there exists a g E N, sending U, to Eru,, thus X contains 
!: ‘P,,,.,,I:=P;,,,.,.,=P ,,,. ) (,;. An4 for any two old ,,,,,, ;.,EX (i=1,2) we 
have l)r,,.~I,+iL)~I~=j~r,,,,,~,;, P~,,.,,~,;~ Puj.Tr(i.,,,i2)EX. This shows that 
Pi,,.;<,; E X for all the iT in the additive group R generated by B. I;! is just 
the ring generated by all the s E L and all the Q(h) (11 E u:). Take an aniso- 
tropic /I 6 u:, with Q(h) = S $ D,,. For each M E D. we have 311 E u:, thus 
Q( rh ) = r65 E R. And Tr( SrS), (Tr 6) ‘~LcR,thusr=[(a+l)@$1)+ 
x 6r + (S f Tr(&)](Tr 0) ’ E R. This shows that R = D. Namely, jam,,,;,,; E X 
for all i. E D*. So we have p, ,,-, + ,.<,; = p ,,,,, pi,,,;< ,;E X for all s EI L and 
j, E D*. Namely, pi ,,., 5X for all .sEL,= (s,+k,~ ~.s,EL, itzD*). L, is 
an additive subgroup of D,,, with uL,CG L, for all NE: D, and L, 1) L. For 
each L-singular II E V. we can find a g E N, sending u, to a Lu, (i, E D*), thus 
g ‘/L,.t K = Plr,s., = P;,,., = P,,.,,; E X for all s E L, , with ,~JT ranging over L, 
For each nonzero L,-singular vector s, we can write .Y = u + /IL) for an 
L-singular pair (u, I’ ) and a h = Q(.Y) = 0 (mod L, ). p ,,,, E X sends u to I, 
thus p,,, = ~I,.,~:~I~,.,P,.~ E X for all .SE L ,.,. All these p ,,,, (Q(.Y) E L, ., .SE L,) 
generate TOu(n, D, Q, L, ) 6 X. contradicting the maximality of L. This 
shows that Case 2 cannot hold, thus completes the proof of the theorem. 
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